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jt	fell       a   -    bout    the         Mar -  ti - mas time,\Vhen the
fall - in,     That   Sir    John Graeme from the
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^West    conn - try   Fell  in    love    wi_Baw-bie_      Al -  Ian.
Gerould comments: "This is plainly an arrangement of two
lines, not of four, as would be evident even without the music
if our ancestors had not formed the habit of writing such
patterns as quatrains.'* His random specimen has a phrase-
pattern ABAB, a symmetrical arrangement of two repeated
phrases which could, in fact, be written AB B or even as A A,
and so this particular example could be laid out as a couplet.
But, as we have seen, ABAB is only one of many phrase
patterns; it is the sole pattern which would support his argu-
ment and it is not, in fact, a particularly common one. The
commoner patterns AABA, ABAC, ABCD, etc., are not
symmetrical and can only be considered as combinations of
four phrases, each phrase corresponding with a line of the
text. Again, J. W. Hendren has pointed out19 that although
the main syntactical break only takes place at the end of the
second and fourth lines, there is usually a minor syntactical
break at the end of the first and third lines which coincides
with the cadence of the melodic phrases. The tradition of
printing a Common Measure stanza in four lines therefore
appears in most cases to be correct.
The stanza form found most frequently after Common
Measure is the couplet of four-stressed lines (4.4.); it is found
in about one-third of Child's versions. There is, however, no
musical form to correspond with this stanza, and as far as I
know, no such form has ever been found in English or Scottish
ballad music. All ballad tunes are constructed out of four
distinct phrases (like AABC, ABCD) or are at least the equiva-
lent length of a quatrain of words (like ABAB). It is almost

